Cement yourself something beautiful!
With Rayher creative cement.

WE REINVENTED CEMENT.
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Your Basic Equipment:
Rayher creative cement (1),
water (2), moulds of your
choice (3), paint brush and
cooking oil for lining the
moulds (4). If needed, sandpaper for deburring
the moulding cast.
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This is how easy it is to
cast cement:
Mix the cement with water
(1) and pour cement into a
mould that has previously
been slightly oiled with some
cooking oil (2). If needed,
place in the contrasting
mould or interior mould and
weigh it down (3). After hardening thoroughly, remove
from the mould (4). As the
case may be, remove burrs
with sandpaper, and then, as
desired, paint, decorate or
use in a pure state.

Everything you need to get started:

Make yourself something beautiful with
cement…
With Rayher creative cement, it’s easy as pie to create
lovely ideas for your home, decorations and gifts: The
cement formula, which has been developed especially
for creative design at home, has the typical character
of cement; is weatherproof and frost-resistant, yet
non-toxic, low-dust and ready to use.
Thus, trendy accessories and attractive works of
art that can be used for a variety of different occasions
are created in next to no time.
After moulding, you can still refine your work of
art or apply creative decorations. For instance, with
Rayher Chalky Finish chalk colours, Rayher DecoMetal and a great array of other materials. The sky
is the limit when it comes to your fantasy.
And, what is more, it is neither hard nor timeconsuming. Thus, great decoration and gift ideas are
created in a fashionable cement look that is sure to
delight your family, friends and acquaintances.
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Rayher provides you with everything you need for
creative designs in the contemporary cement look:
Rayher creative crement*, a great variety of different
moulding forms – and a great selection of suitable
decoration materials for refining or decorating.
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* Non-toxic,
low-dust,
ready to use

Diversity of shape, for unlimited creativity:
There’s no limit for your
fantasy:
All Rayher casting moulds can
be used as outer moulds and
interior moulds. This leads
to countless combination
possibilities…

The Rayher casting mould
construction kit principle:
Rayher offers a perfectly
aligned casting mould programme for creative cement
that ensures “one always fits
into the other”.
For you, this means you can
combine in a simple and
flexible manner, and you have
a clear head for your ideas!

The Rayher moulds come in a variety of classic basic
forms – and in different sizes that have been perfectly aligned to one another. This leads to such a great
variety of different combination possibilities that we
couldn’t even try them all out for ourselves.

Item 36 037 000
28 cm

Item 36 035 000
25 cm

Item 36 033 000
25 cm

Item 36 038 000
21,5 cm

Item 36 036 000
18,5 cm

Item 36 034 000
18,5 cm

Item 36 050 000
11 cm

Item 36 046 000
8,5 cm

Item 36 042 000
7,5 cm

Item 36 049 000
9 cm

Item 36 045 000
6,5 cm

Item 36 041 000
6,5 cm

Item 36 048 000
7 cm

Item 36 044 000
5,5 cm

Item 36 040 000
5,5 cm

Item 36 047 000
6 cm

Item 36 043 000
4,5 cm

Item 36 039 000
4,5 cm

Item 36 029 000
6 × 1,7 cm

Item 36 031 000
6 × 7 × 1,7 cm

Item 36 032 000
5,5 × 6,5 × 1,7 cm

Item 36 027 000
5,5 × 7,5 × 1,7 cm

Food-safe
Suitable, for instance, also as a casting mould for chocolate

Item 36 030 000
6,5 × 6,5 × 1,7 cm

Item 36 028 000
6 × 7 × 1,7 cm

Small star, great effect…
Take: two of our star casting moulds (one as an outer
and one as an inner casting
mould), Rayher creative
cement (here with Rayher
all-purpose paint, darker in
colour) – and some Rayher
decoration material: You have
already created charming table decoration for the Advent
season and Christmas time.

↖

Item 38 000 576

You have the best living and decoration ideas yourself
The trendiest candle sticks, the most character-rich
bowls or charger plates, and the most exceptional
pendants and accessories are the ones you make
yourself: Rayher creative cement offers you countless
possibilities for this. Release the artist in you – and
cast your ideas into shape!

↑

Item 56 879 000

↓

Item 38 887 000

↑

Item 38 000 576

↓

Item 35 007 102
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↙

Item 21 715 06

↓

Item 21 715 24

This is how beautiful
relaxation can be!
It’s because it is so simple
that it’s so much fun:
be creative with Rayher creative cement. Even beginners
quickly create works of art
that they never thought were
possible.
The decoration and refining
is just as simple. Rayher deco
metal (1+2) creates noblelooking wow effects, and the
Rayher acrylic marker provides a personal touch (3).
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Attention, addictive!
Being creative is fun. Once you have started being
creative with Rayher creative cement, you will always
come up with more, even better ideas. Give it a try!…

↓

Item 38 887 000

↓

Item 34 166 000
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↑

Item 36 041 000 + 36 042 000

↓

1

Item 34 103 02

Creative possibilities
By the way, in Rayher casting
moulds, you can also cast
Raysin (by Rayher). The fine
white castings (1) create an
appealing contrast to the raw
cement look. Depending on
the casting thickness, you can
create thin, light pendants (2)
or thicker castings that can
be placed upright (3).
With motif stencils by Rayher
and Rayher all purpose paint,
you can subsequently add a
pretty decoration. Especially
for the casting of exceptional
cement jewellery (4) we have
Rayher jewellery cement.
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Item 62 582 000

Item 36 023 000

↑

↑

Item 36 024 000

No end to the ideas…

Lend wings to your fantasy, and cast
your ideas into shape. Be it with Rayher
creative cement or with Rayher jewellery cement, especially made for the
casting of cement jewellery. You will
find examples and instructions on our
website.
We are also interested in your
ideas, suggestions and photos. Simply
send your photos, suggestions or ideas
to: idee@rayher-hobby.de
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rayher hobby. we reinvented cement.
You can find the Rayher creative cement and the Rayher jewellery cement at all good
assorted arts-and-crafts-retailers.

www.rayher-hobby.de
Find further material specifications and
instructions on our homepage.
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